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Abstract: The peripheral T-cell lymphomas (PTCLs) account for
5% to 10% of all non-Hodgkin lymphomas. In the up-front setting,
approximately one-quarter of patients experience a long-term
remission. In the setting of relapsed and refractory disease, the
median progression-free survival and overall survival are reported
to be only 3.7 and 6.5 months, respectively. Unfortunately, the
molecular and genetic characterization of PTCL has lagged well
behind that of the B-cell lymphomas, although several recent
experiences are shedding light on the remarkable molecular
heterogeneity that has come to define these diverse diseases.
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The need to identify new active drugs for patients with PTCL has
been addressed in part over the last several years, as 4 drugs have
now been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration
for patients with relapsed or refractory disease, and a plethora of
new studies exploring novel combinations have begun to emerge.
More advanced techniques in molecular biology, such as nextgeneration sequencing, gene expression profiling, and comparative genomic hybridization, have helped identify subtleties among
subtypes and potentially identify new targets. Many of these recent
clinical advances have been based on the recognition that PTCL
is a disease that may be broadly characterized by gross epigenetic
dysregulation with sensitivity to histone deacetylase inhibitors. In
this report, we discuss emerging new therapies in relapsed and
refractory PTCL and try to place these new findings in the evolving
biological understanding of the disease.

Introduction
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Peripheral T-cell lymphoma (PTCL) encompasses a diverse group of
mature T-cell non-Hodgkin lymphomas (NHLs). PTCL does not
refer to an anatomic site, but rather to the type of T lymphocyte
responsible for the disease—namely, the more mature post-thymic T
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cells. The World Health Organization classification system
in 2008 identified 17 distinct types of PTCL, placing them
into 1 of 4 general categories based on clinical and pathologic features.1 In general, nodal, extranodal, and leukemic
PTCLs present as aggressive disease, whereas cutaneous
PTCLs tend to present in a more indolent fashion.
In Western countries, PTCL accounts for 15% to 20%
of aggressive lymphomas and 5% to 10% of all NHLs.2,3
Additionally, the National Cancer Institute’s Surveillance,
Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program database
reports PTCL occurring in fewer than 1 per 100,000 people.4 The incidence, geographic variability, and outcomes
of PTCL were poorly described until the International
Peripheral T-Cell and Natural Killer/T-Cell Lymphoma
Study was performed. This study demonstrated that the
most common subtypes of PTCL are PTCL not otherwise specified (PTCL-NOS, 25.9%); angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma (AITL, 18.5%); and anaplastic large
cell lymphoma (ALCL, 12%).5 PTCL-NOS is the most
common subtype in both North America and Europe.
Anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK)-positive ALCL is
more common in North America, whereas enteropathyassociated T-cell lymphoma (EATL) is more common in
Europe. Natural killer/T-cell lymphoma (NKTCL) and
adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATLL) are notably
more prevalent in Asia (22.4% and 25%, respectively)
than in North America (5.1% and 2.0%, respectively),
and AITL is more common in Europe.5
Patients who have PTCL have an overall inferior
prognosis compared with patients who have aggressive
B-cell lymphomas.5 There are some exceptions, however,
which include the primary cutaneous PTCLs, some indolent primary leukemic entities, and ALK-positive ALCL.6
Patients with the other subtypes of PTCL frequently
relapse, and many have disease refractory to initial therapy.
Although there is no single agreed-upon standard of care
for these patients, those who obtain a complete response
(CR) with up-front therapy are increasingly consolidated
by an autologous stem cell transplant.
Conventional frontline treatment paradigms used for
patients with PTCL come from our experiences with the
aggressive B-cell NHLs.6 Cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone (CHOP)-based chemotherapy is frequently used in the up-front setting, despite
the observation that durable remissions are uncommon.
Researchers from the British Columbia Cancer Agency
demonstrated this when they evaluated 199 patients with
relapsed or refractory PTCL, almost all of whom were
treated with a CHOP-based chemotherapy regimen.
Even though 64% of the patients had a CR, only 24%
of patients were progression-free in the long term. Furthermore, many of these patients came from a low-risk
group with no or only 1 risk factor.7 Another case series

used the International Prognostic Index (IPI) to evaluate
the outcomes of 89 patients with PTCL receiving chemotherapy after relapse or progression. In this study, the
median overall survival (OS) and median progression-free
survival (PFS) after relapse or progression (second PFS)
were 6.5 and 3.7 months, respectively.8
Because most patients undergoing treatment for PTCL
do not achieve remission or ultimately relapse, new therapies
are desperately needed. Studies evaluating novel treatments
in the setting of relapsed or refractory PTCL have lagged
well behind those for the B-cell lymphomas because of the
rarity of the former disease and its biological heterogeneity.
What further complicates drug development in PTCL is that
this disease is an excellent model of acquired drug resistance;
patients who receive conventional cytotoxic agents often
respond within the first 4 cycles, only to relapse by completion of the sixth cycle and then typically exhibit a pattern
of continued drug cross-resistance with subsequent lines
of therapy. Therefore, it is a challenge to get and maintain
these patients on standard phase 1 or 2 protocols. However,
recent advances in next-generation sequencing, gene expression profiling, and comparative genomic hybridization, have
helped identify new targets.9-19 Below, we evaluate several of
these newer agents.
Biological Rationales for Novel Therapies in
Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma
Targeting the Reduced Folate Carrier and Enhancing
Cellular Internalization
The antifolates are among the earliest classes of drugs used
for the treatment of cancer, dating back to the pioneering
development of aminopterin for childhood acute leukemia
by Farber and Diamond.20 It is well established that antifolates kill cells through the inhibition of dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR).21-23 DHFR reduces dihydrofolic acid (DHF)
to tetrahydrofolic acid (THF), a metabolite required by
dividing cells for the synthesis of thymidine. The antifolates
are retained in the intracellular compartment via polyglutamylation catalyzed by folylpoly-γ-glutamate synthetase
(FPGS).24 Reduced folate carrier type 1 (RFC-1) mediates
the cellular uptake of both natural folic acid analogues and
antifolates. RFC is almost exclusively expressed on fetal and
malignant tissue.25,26 Pralatrexate (Folotyn, Spectrum Pharmaceuticals), a member of the 10-deazaminopterin class
of antifolates, is far more efficiently internalized into the
tumor cell via RFC-1, being incorporated at a rate nearly
14 times faster than that observed for methotrexate. It is
also polyglutamylated 10 times more efficiently than methotrexate. These in vitro observations imply that pralatrexate
may be a more potent antifolate and should overcome
known mechanisms of resistance where downregulation
of RFC-1 and/or FPGS leads to acquired methotrexate
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resistance.27 Indeed, in vitro testing has established that
pralatrexate consistently yields IC50 (concentration that
inhibits 50%) values that are 1 log below those usually seen
for methotrexate in lymphoma cell lines, including T-cell
lymphomas.27,28 Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction in murine and human models for a
number of the determinants of antifolate activity, including RFC-1, FPGS, and γ-glutamyl hydrolase, has revealed a
striking correlation between the level of RFC-1 expression
and the incidence of CRs, noting that no CRs were ever
appreciated in any methotrexate-treated mouse cohort.29-31
Based on these data and a phase 1 experience in patients
with non–small cell lung cancer, a phase 1 study of pralatrexate in 20 patients with relapsed/refractory lymphoma was
performed. Interestingly, all 4 patients with PTCL achieved a
CR.32 A subgroup analysis by lineage of an early phase 2-1-2
study demonstrated overall response rates (ORRs) of 54%
and 10% in T-cell and B-cell lymphomas, respectively. Of
the patients who achieved a CR, 8 had T-cell lymphoma,
and two-thirds of the patients with PTCL who achieved a
partial response (PR) had no evidence of disease by positron
emission tomography–computed tomography (PET-CT).33
These results led to the development of the PROPEL (Pralatrexate in Patients With Relapsed or Refractory Peripheral
T-Cell Lymphoma) trial and subsequent US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approval of pralatrexate for relapsed/
refractory PTCL (see below).34
The Epigenome and Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma
The term epigenetics refers to genetic modifications that
result in changes in gene expression and function without
a corresponding alteration in DNA sequence.35 To add
further complexity, the process is governed by a long list of
genes that also need to be expressed at the right time and
place. These genes code for proteins that add, remove, and
read post-translational modifications to nucleosomes that
regulate gene expression. Functional mutations in these
enzymes, in addition to the proteins that remodel chromatin and the histone proteins themselves, have been reported
in many neoplastic diseases.36 Modifiers of the epigenome
have been established in diseases such as myelodysplastic
syndrome and acute myelogenous leukemia.
Recently, mutations in epigenetic regulators, including
TET, DNMT3, and IDH, have been reported in PTCL.
For example, TET functions as a DNA demethylase, allowing the conversion of methylcytosine to hydroxycytosine,
whereas DNMT functions as an adenine and cytosine
methylator. IDH allows the conversion of isocitrate to
α-ketoglutarate, which is a critical cofactor required for
the normal functioning of TET (specifically TET2).6 Several studies have shown mutations in TET2, IDH2, and
DNMT3A, and in some patients, lymphoma specimens
have shown mutations in all 3 genes.37-41 Inactivating

mutations in TET impair the conversion of methylcytosine
to hydroxycytosine.42 IDH mutations result in the production of 2-hydroxyglutarate rather than α-ketoglutarate,43
which leads to the inhibition of TET2 and multiple lysinespecific demethylases, global DNA and histone methylation, and overall transcriptional silencing.43 Recent data in
AITL have shown this disease to harbor more mutations
in epigenetic operations than any other PTCL subtype.
Interestingly, one study showed that 73% of AITL cases
with a DNMT3A mutation also harbored a TET2 mutation, which suggests an oncogenic cooperation leading to
dysregulation of methylation regulation.37,39-41,44
Drugs affecting various epigenetic operations appear
to be active in PTCL, specifically the histone deacetylase
(HDAC) inhibitors. These drugs inhibit HDAC and lead
to an increase in the expression of genes that cause cell cycle
arrest, or apoptosis.6 Patients with PTCL who received
HDAC inhibitors such as romidepsin (Istodax, Celgene)
and belinostat (Beleodaq, Spectrum Pharmaceuticals)
have shown high response rates, suggesting that the TCLs
may be a disease characterized by the dysregulation of a
wide range of epigenetic functions.6,45-49 However, studies
show that although HDAC inhibitors result in an overall
increase in acetylation, this does not necessarily correlate
with apoptosis or response.50 Furthermore, some literature
has demonstrated a crucial role for apoptosis in effecting
cell death following exposure to HDAC inhibitors.51-54
Therefore, it is speculated that HDAC inhibition can be
augmented with the addition of a drug that increases the
likelihood of apoptosis.6 Examples include the addition of
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway inhibitors to increase the pro-apoptotic protein BIM, the use of
pro-apoptotic BH3 mimetics, and supplementation with
DNA-damaging agents, providing an impetus for the use
of combination therapies in PTCL (see below).54-59
CD30 and Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma
CD30 antigen is a transmembrane glycoprotein receptor
and a member of the tumor necrosis factor superfamily.60
Upon stimulation, CD30 exerts pleiotropic effects on cell
growth and survival, which largely depend on nuclear factor κB pathway activation.61 CD30 is heavily expressed on
the cell surface in systemic ALCL and the Reed-Sternberg
cell of classic Hodgkin lymphoma.62-64
Two lines of evidence support a role for targeting
CD30 in PTCL. The first is recent evidence that CD30
is expressed to some degree in almost all subtypes of lymphoma, albeit to variable degrees. In addition to ALCL,
CD30 expression has been demonstrated in a subset of
primary cutaneous lymphoproliferative disorders,65 EATL
type 1,66 nasal-type NKTCL,67 mycosis fungoides (MF),68
transformed MF,69 and PTCL-NOS.70 Interestingly, it
also is variably expressed in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma,
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and even some epithelial malignancies as well. In data
obtained from a study that characterized cluster of differentiation (CD) markers in the disease of 319 patients
with TCLs or NKTCLs, the rate of CD30 expression
ranged from 0% to 64% in a variety of TCLs.71 Another
study demonstrated CD30 immunoreactivity in patient
samples of AITL, ATLL, and hepatosplenic T-cell lymphoma (HSTCL), the expression of which correlated with
mRNA expression.72
A second line of evidence supporting a role for targeting CD30 in PTCL stems from the activity of brentuximab vedotin (Adcetris, Seattle Genetics), a novel CD30
antibody-drug conjugate (see below) in PTCL. This drug
was investigated in a proof-of-concept phase 2 trial of
58 patients with ALCL (Table 1).73 The trial reported an
ORR of 86%, which included a CR in 57% of patients
and a median duration of response (DOR) of 12.6 months
(13.2 months for patients with a CR).74 A second study
evaluated brentuximab vedotin in 35 patients who had
AITL or PTCL-NOS with varying levels of surface and
soluble CD30 expression. In this experience, 14 patients
(41%) achieved an objective response, with 8 CRs and
6 PRs (Table 1). More than half of the patients with
AITL (54%) achieved an objective response, including
5 CRs and 2 PRs, and one-third (33%) of the patients
with PTCL-NOS achieved an objective response (3 CRs,
4 PRs). Despite the response rates, these responses did
not tend to be very durable, with a median PFS and a
median DOR of only 2.6 and 7.6 months, respectively.75
There was no apparent correlation between response and
CD30 expression. Several theories have been advanced to
explain these and other, similar findings, including the
sensitivity of the Ber-H2 immunohistochemistry (IHC)
staining technique, the variability in performing the IHC,
possible cross fire effects, and effects on the activated T
cell in the stromal microenvironment. New companion
diagnostics are being developed, and it is likely that with
more sensitive assays, a correlation between some level of
CD30 expression and response will be identified.
FDA–Approved Drugs
Pralatrexate
Pralatrexate was the first drug approved for patients with
relapsed/refractory PTCL. The PROPEL trial evaluated
pralatrexate in 115 heavily pretreated patients with relapsed/
refractory PTCL (Table 1). The study population included
patients with all aggressive subtypes of TCL, including challenging entities such as blastic NKTCL, transformed MF, and
human T-cell lymphotropic virus type 1 (HTLV-1) ATLL,
which are often excluded from other studies. In addition, the
study population was the most heavily treated to date, with
a median of 3 prior therapies (range, 1-12) and with 20%

of patients having received 5 or more lines of prior treatment. Interestingly, responses were seen across all subtypes
of PTCL; the ORR was 29% (39% by investigator review),
with 18% of patients achieving a PR and 11% of patients
attaining a CR or CR unconfirmed (CRu). In this study,
63% of patients responded after 1 cycle, the median time
on therapy for all responders was 186 days, and the median
DOR was more than 12 months. Notably, the median PFS
and OS times were 3.5 and 14.5 months, respectively.34
A subset analysis was performed on 15 patients who
received pralatrexate as their second-line treatment after
CHOP. In these 15 patients, the ORR was 47% via central
review, with 20% of patients attaining a CR. The median
DOR was 12.5 months, and the median PFS was 7.4
months.76 This experience suggests that an earlier use of
pralatrexate in PTCL is likely to be associated with higher
response rates, which is consistent with most treatment
paradigms across cancer medicine. Of note, the continued administration certainly contributed to the reported
response rates. Additionally, the number of cycles is not
fixed, which can be thought of as a favorable feature in
comparisons with the traditional cytotoxic agents.
Romidepsin
Romidepsin, a cyclic peptide originally isolated from
Chromobacterium violaceum, is a pan-HDAC inhibitor with potent inhibitory activity against selected class
1 HDAC isoforms, such as HDAC-1, -2, and -3.77-79
Romidepsin was approved for the treatment of patients
with relapsed/refractory PTCL based on 2 separate phase
2 clinical trials. The National Cancer Institute NCI-1312
trial enrolled 47 patients with relapsed/refractory PTCL
who had received a median of 3 prior therapies. This
study reported an ORR of 38%, with 8 CRs (18%) and 9
PRs. The median DOR was 9 months.49
The pivotal phase 2 registration-directed trial evaluated romidepsin in 130 patients with PTCL whose disease
had failed to respond to at least 1 prior systemic therapy
(Table 1). Independent review revealed an ORR of 25%,
including the 15% of patients who achieved a CR or CRu.
Similar response rates were seen in a variety of subgroups,
including those based on number of prior therapies, presence of a prior stem cell transplant, and refractoriness to
the most recent therapy. The median DOR was 17 months,
and of the 19 patients who achieved CR/CRu, 17 (89%)
had not experienced disease progression at a median followup of 13.4 months. Although the study population was not
as diverse or as heavily treated as the one reported in the
PROPEL study, responses were seen across many of the
subtypes, including PTCL-NOS (29%), AITL (33%), and
ALK-negative ALCL (24%).47 Just as with pralatrexate,
continued administration had an effect on response rates,
and the number of cycles was not fixed.
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A follow-up study was published in 2014 (median
follow-up, 22.3 months) to characterize patients who
achieved long-term responses of 1 year or longer with
romidepsin. Here, the median PFS and OS times were
4 and 11.3 months, respectively, with a DOR for all
responders measured at 28 months (not reached for those
who achieved a CR or CRu). Patients with a lack of
response or a transient response to prior therapy achieved
durable responses. None of the baseline characteristics
examined, including heavy pretreatment, response to
prior therapy, and advanced disease, barred long-term
responses to romidepsin.48
Belinostat
Belinostat is a hydroxamic acid-based pan class 1 and 2
HDAC inhibitor.80 It is currently approved for patients
with relapsed or refractory PTCL who have received at
least 1 line of prior therapy. The original phase 2 trial
(CLN-6) included 24 patients with various subtypes of
TCL and produced an ORR of 25% in relapsed/refractory PTCL.46 This activity was the basis for initiating the
BELIEF (CLN-19: Belinostat in Patients With Relapsed
or Refractory Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma) study, in
which 129 patients with relapsed/refractory disease
received belinostat (Table 1). The median number of
prior therapies was 2. The ORR was 26% (11% CR and
15% PR), with PFS and OS times of 1.6 and 7.9 months,
respectively, and a median DOR of 13.6 months. Of the
patients with AITL, 46% experienced a response.45,81
Brentuximab Vedotin
Brentuximab vedotin (SGN-35) is a novel anti-CD30
antibody linked to monomethyl auristatin E (MMAE),
a potent antimicrotubule agent, via a protease-cleavable
linker. MMAE is a mitotic spindle poison that induces
G2-M cell cycle arrest and apoptosis.82 Brentuximab
vedotin is approved for relapsed Hodgkin lymphoma
and relapsed/refractory systemic ALCL; results of the
proof-of-concept trial were summarized above.74 Also as
previously noted, a subsequent experience in 35 patients
with non-ALCL PTCL (essentially restricted to PTCLNOS and AITL) revealed an ORR of 41% (24% with a
CR). The median PFS and median DOR were 2.6 and
7.6 months, respectively (Table 1).75
Emerging Drugs
Single Agents
Alisertib. Alisertib (MLN8237) is an oral Aurora A
kinase (AAK) inhibitor. AAK functions as a serine/
threonine kinase by regulating G2-M transition and
centrosome separation during mitosis. An initial phase 2
trial of alisertib in patients with B- or T-cell lymphoma

demonstrated an ORR of 27% and, in 8 patients with
aggressive TCL, a response rate of 50% (Table 2).83
Recently, the Southwest Oncology Group’s SWOG1108 trial evaluated alisertib in 37 patients with PTCL
in the relapsed/refractory setting. In this study, Barr and
colleagues reported 2 CRs and 7 PRs, with an ORR of
24% (Table 2); the ORR was 33% for the most common subtypes (PTCL-NOS, AITL, and ALCL).84 The
LUMIERE trial (NCT01482962: A Phase 3, Randomized, Two-Arm, Open-Label, Multicenter, International
Trial of Alisertib [MLN8237] or Investigator’s Choice
[Selected Single Agent] in Patients With Relapsed or
Refractory Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma) was recently
closed. We eagerly await its results.85
Bendamustine. Bendamustine is an alkylating agent with
properties of the nitrogen mustard mechlorethamine
and the purine analogue fludarabine. The BENTLY trial
(Bendamustine in Patients With Refractory or Relapsed
T-Cell Lymphoma) evaluated bendamustine in 60 patients
with relapsed or refractory PTCL (Table 2). The ORR
was 50%, including a CR rate of 28% and a PR rate of
22%. The drug showed consistent efficacy independently
of major disease characteristics. The median PFS and
median DOR were 3.6 and 3.5 months, respectively.86
Sorafenib. Sorafenib is a multikinase inhibitor that modulates multiple intracellular pathways, including plateletderived growth factor receptor/vascular endothelial growth
factor receptor (PDGFR/VEGFR) and MAPK signaling.
A recent study evaluated sorafenib in 12 patients with TCL
(3 with PTCL and 9 with CTCL) (Table 2). The median
number of prior therapies for the patients with PTCL was 2.
Of the patients with PTCL, 3 achieved a CR and 1 received
an allogeneic stem cell transplant. The median event-free
survival (EFS) for the entire cohort was 3.5 months. At a
median follow-up of 11.2 months, 10 patients were alive
(83%), and disease stabilization or reduction was noted in
75% of patients.87
Duvelisib. Duvelisib (IPI-145) is an oral inhibitor of
phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)-δ and PI3K-γ. PI3K
has been found to play key regulatory roles in many
cellular processes, including cell survival, proliferation,
and differentiation.88-90 PI3K-δ and PI3K-γ isoforms are
preferentially expressed in leukocytes with distinct roles in
T-cell function.91 A phase 1 trial of duvelisib included 16
patients with noncutaneous PTCL (Table 2). The median
number of prior therapies was 4. Among the 33 evaluable patients (18 with CTCL and 15 with noncutaneous
PTCL), an ORR of 42% was observed. In the patients
with non-cutaneous PTCL, the ORR was 53%, with 2
CRs and 6 PRs.92,93
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Table 1. Clinical Trial Results: Efficacy of FDA-Approved Monotherapies for Relapsed/Refractory PTCL
Drug

Evaluable
Patients, n

Subtypes

ORR,
%

Prior Therapies,
Median, n

DOR,
Median, mo

PFS, Median,
mo

Pralatrexate34,76

115

- AITL
- ALCL, primary systemic
- ATLL (HTLV-1)
- Blastic NKTCL
- Extranodal PTCL/NKTCL
- Nasal NKTCL
- PTCL-NOS
- Transformed MF

29

3

>12

3.5

Romidepsin47,48

130

- AITL
- ALCL, ALK-negative
- ALCL, ALK-positive
- Cutaneous γ/δ TCL
- EATL
- Nasal NKTCL
- PTCL-NOS
- Subcutaneous panniculitislike TCL
- Transformed MF

25

3

17

4

Belinostat45,46,81

129

- AITL
- ALCL, ALK-negative
- ALCL, ALK-positive
- EATL
- Hepatosplenic TCL
- Nasal NKTCL
- PTCL-NOS

26

2

13.6

1.6

Brentuximab
vedotin74,75

58

- ALCL only

86

2

12.6

13.3

35

- AITL
- PTCL-NOS

41

2

7.6

2.6

AITL, angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma; ALCL, anaplastic large cell lymphoma; ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; ATLL, adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma; DOR,
duration of response; EATL, enteropathy-associated T-cell lymphoma; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration; HTLV-1, human T-cell lymphotropic virus type 1; MF,
mycosis fungoides; NKTCL, natural killer/T-cell lymphoma; NOS, not otherwise specified; ORR, overall response rate; PFS, progression-free survival; PTCL, peripheral
T-cell lymphoma; TCL, T-cell lymphoma.

Plitidepsin. Plitidepsin is a cyclic depsipeptide originally
isolated from the tunicate Aplidium albicans that is commercially produced by chemical synthesis. It displays a
broad spectrum of anticancer activities, including induction of apoptosis and G1/G2 cell cycle arrest. Plitidepsin
has shown activity against several human malignant cell
lines, including leukemias and lymphomas.94-97 A phase
2 trial evaluated plitidepsin in 67 patients, who included
34 patients with relapsed/refractory noncutaneous PTCL
(Table 2). Of the 29 evaluable patients with noncutaneous
PTCL, 6 demonstrated an objective response to plitidepsin (2 CRs and 4 PRs; ORR, 20.7%), with a median PFS
and a median DOR of 1.6 and 2.2 months, respectively.98
Mogamulizumab. Mogamulizumab (KW-0761) is
a humanized defucosylated monoclonal chemokine
receptor 4 (CCR4) antibody with enhanced antibodydependent cellular cytotoxicity. It has clinical efficacy in

CCR4-expressing PTCL: namely, ATLL. In the initial
phase 2 study, mogamulizumab was administered to 28
patients with relapsed ATLL (Table 2). An ORR of 50%
was observed, with median PFS and OS of 5.2 and 13.7
months, respectively.99 In 2014, another study evaluated
37 patients with relapsed CCR4-positive PTCL. The
authors noted objective responses in 35% of the patients,
including 14% with a CR. The ORR was 34% in patients
with PTCL (3 of 16 with PTCL-NOS, 6 of 12 with
AITL, and 1 of 1 with ALK-negative ALCL). The median
PFS and OS for patients with PTCL were 2 months (8.2
months for PTCL responders) and 14.2 months, respectively. Interestingly, the total ORR did not significantly
correlate with the level of CCR4 expression.100
Combination Therapies
Alisertib and romidepsin. Preclinical studies support the
combination of alisertib with an HDAC inhibitor. For
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Table 2. Clinical Trial Results: Efficacy of Emerging Monotherapies for Relapsed/Refractory PTCL
Drug

Evaluable
Patients, n

Subtypes

ORR,
%

Prior Therapies,
Median, n

DOR, Median,
mo

PFS, Median,
mo

Alisertib83,84

8

- Aggressive TCL

50

3

NR

~19

37

- AITL
- ALCL
- ATLL
- Extranodal NKTCL
- PTCL-NOS
- Transformed MF

24

3

NR

NR

Bendamustine86

60

- AITL
- ALCL
- EATL
- MF
- PTCL-NOS

50

1

3.5

3.6

Sorafenib87

12

- AITL
- CTCL
- PTCL-NOS

42

2

NA

3.5 (reported
as EFS)

Duvelisib92,93

18

- MF
- Sézary syndrome
- Transformed MF

33

6

NA

4.5

15

- AITL
- ALCL, ALK-negative
- EATL
- NKTCL
- PTCL-NOS
- Subcutaneous panniculitislike TCL

53

2.5

Plitidepsin98

29

- AITL
- ALCL, primary systemic
- Extranodal NKTCL
- PTCL-NOS

20.7

2

2.2

1.6

Mogamulizumab99,100

28

- ATLL

50

1

NA

5.2

37

- CCR4-positive:
AITL
ALCL, ALK-negative
PTCL-NOS

34

2

NA

2

8.3

AITL, angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma; ALCL, anaplastic large cell lymphoma; ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; ATLL, adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma; CCR4,
chemokine receptor 4; CTCL, cutaneous T-cell lymphoma; DOR, duration of response; EATL, enteropathy-associated T-cell lymphoma; EFS, event-free survival;
MF, mycosis fungoides; NA, not available; NKTCL, natural killer/T-cell lymphoma; NOS, not otherwise specified; NR, not reached; ORR, overall response rate; PFS,
progression-free survival; PTCL, peripheral T-cell lymphoma; TCL, T-cell lymphoma.

instance, high-throughput screening has shown alisertib
to be synergistic with romidepsin, and not to be synergistic with pralatrexate or ixazomib. During simultaneous exposure to alisertib and romidepsin at their IC10,
IC20, and IC30 values, marked synergy was observed only
in T-cell lymphoma–derived cell lines, and not B-cell
lymphoma–derived cell lines.101 Evidence for apoptosis
was confirmed in TCL cell lines, evidenced by increased
expression of PUMA, caspase 3–mediated cleavage of
poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP), and decreased

expression of BCL-xL and BCL-2. Alisertib was also
found to induce a G2-M arrest, whereas the combination of the 2 agents appeared to induce polyploidy and
a failure of cytokinesis. In vivo, alisertib and romidepsin
showed synergy after a TCL cell line was inoculated into
severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice.101,102
Based on this rationale, a phase 1 trial evaluating
the combination of alisertib and romidepsin in relapsed/
refractory PTCL (in addition to BCL) has been initiated
(NCT01897012). Although early, 9 patients to date
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have been enrolled. Of these, 3 had relapsed/refractory
PTCL (the median number of prior therapies was 4). Of
the patients with PTCL, 1 attained a CR, 1 had stable
disease, and 1 had progression of disease. Of note, the
patient with a CR had received 7 prior lines of treatment,
remains in remission at 5 months of follow-up, and has
declined transplant.103
Azacitidine/decitabine and romidepsin. The singleagent efficacy and synergistic interaction of a panel of
HDAC inhibitors and DNA methyltransferase (DNMT)
inhibitors (including decitabine and 5-azacitidine) have
recently been evaluated in preclinical models of TCL. Cell
viability was not affected by treatment with decitabine or
5-azacitidine as monotherapy. Although romidepsin was
successful at inhibiting cell viability as a single agent,
simultaneous exposure to combinations of decitabine plus
romidepsin produced marked synergy in all TCL models;
decitabine plus romidepsin produced the deepest synergy
at 72 hours, with synergy coefficients in the range of 0.3.
The molecular basis for the synergistic effect of
HDAC inhibitors and DNMT inhibitors was also evaluated by gene expression profiling (GEP) and CpG methylation. A significant downregulation of genes involved in
biosynthetic pathways, including protein and lipid synthesis, and a significant upregulation of genes responsible
for cell cycle arrest were seen. Of the genes modulated
by single agents, 92% were similarly modulated by the
combination, but the combination induced a further
significant change in the transcriptome that affected an
additional 390 genes. Decitabine in combination with
romidepsin decreased the number of demethylated gene
regions, and when GEP and methylation data were compared, a significant inverse relationship (R2 = 0.657) was
found, with genes differentially expressed in the GEP and
methylation analyses.59
Based on these data, a phase 1/2a dose escalation
study (NCT01998035) is currently accruing patients with
relapsed/refractory lymphoma, including TCL, to evaluate
the combination of oral 5-azacitidine and romidepsin.
Pralatrexate and romidepsin. A high-throughput
screening approach and multimodality imaging approach
of surface bioluminescence and three-dimensional ultrasound were used in a xenograft murine model of TCL to
explore the in vitro and in vivo activity of pralatrexate and
romidepsin in combination. In vitro, the combination
of pralatrexate and romidepsin exhibited concentrationdependent synergy against a panel of TCL cell lines. In
a murine model of TCL, the group of mice treated with
pralatrexate plus romidepsin demonstrated a statistically
significant reduction in bioluminescent intensity compared with the romidepsin-alone, pralatrexate-alone, and

control groups after 21 days. A CR was observed by day
18 only in the combination cohort, in which all 6 mice
exhibited a CR. Additionally, the fraction of actively proliferating cells was lower in the combination-treated mice
(20%), and these mice demonstrated a statistically significant reduction in three-dimensional tumor volumes compared with the other 3 mouse cohorts. Furthermore, the
median OS time was statistically superior to that observed
in the other cohorts.104 Based on these preclinical findings,
a phase 1/2 study of the combination has been launched
and is actively accruing patients (NCT01947140).
Conclusions
Data from the British Columbia Cancer Agency show
that only 24% of patients with PTCL treated with traditional CHOP chemotherapy are progression-free in
the long term; therefore, newer therapies are absolutely
needed.7 Lineage-specific drugs can change our current
paradigms for treating PTCL. Data from the BELIEF
trial with belinostat show no evidence of a unique subgroup effect, in addition to showing activity in more than
60% of patients.81 These data, in addition to the previously described preclinical combination data, suggest that
combination therapies with HDAC inhibitors may show
much promise in the treatment of relapsed/refractory
PTCL, and such therapies are likely what is in store for
the future. Whether improvements in rates or duration
of response come from other epigenetic modifiers, DNAdamaging agents, or modulators of apoptosis remains to
be determined.
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